Raman microscope studies on the primary photochemistry of vertebrate visual pigments with absorption maxima from 430 to 502 nm.
Raman microscope vibrational spectra have been recorded from single photoreceptor cells frozen at 77 K. Spectra of photostationary steady-state mixtures of visual pigments and their primary photoproducts were obtained from toad red rods (lambda max 502 nm), angelfish rods (lambda max 500 nm), gecko blue rods (lambda max 467 nm), and bullfrog green rods (lambda max 430 nm). All four photoproducts have enhanced low-wavenumber Raman lines at approximately 850, 875, and 915 cm-1 and show the anomalous decoupling of the 11- and 12-hydrogen out-of-plane (HOOP) wagging vibrations, as is observed in the bovine primary photoproduct. The low-wavenumber lines are enhanced in the resonance Raman spectrum by conformational distortion, and the uncoupling of the 11- and 12-hydrogen wags is caused by additional protein perturbations. The similarity of the HOOP modes in all four photoproducts indicates that the protein perturbations that uncouple the 11- and 12-hydrogen wags and that enhance the HOOP modes are very similar. Thus, these perturbations of the photoproduct Raman spectrum cannot be caused by the same protein-chromophore interactions that are responsible for wavelength regulation in these pigments.